Anecdotally, surgeons sometimes observe large errors when using image guidance in endonasal surgery. We hypothesize that one contributing factor is the possibility that operating room personnel might accidentally bump the optically tracked rigid body attached to the patient after registration has been performed. In this paper we explore the registration error at the skull base that can be induced by simulated bumping of the rigid body, and find that large errors can occur when simulated bumps are applied to the rigid body. To address this, we propose a new fixation method for the rigid body based on granular jamming (i.e. using particles like ground coffee). Our results show that our granular jamming fixation prototype reduces registration error by 28%-68% (depending on bump direction) in comparison to a standard Brainlab reference headband.
INTRODUCTION
Image guidance systems are often employed in skull base surgery. They assist the surgeon by illustrating the location of surgical tools in real time with respect to registered preoperative medical images. Accurate registration of the images to the patient is essential to enable these systems to accurately represent tool position with respect to anatomy. The accuracy of registration is measured by the Target Registration Error (TRE) at a target of interest. Yet standard TRE calculations assume a rigid connection between the bone of the patient's head and the reference rigid body tracked by the image guidance system. In practice, this connection is made using an elastic headband that is synched tight around the patient's head and to which the rigid body is attached. We illustrate using simulations in this paper that if the assumption of a rigid connection between the rigid body and the skull bone is satisfied, and errors in point measurements do not contain systematic error, clinical image guidance systems should be expected to provide very low TRE (i.e. be highly accurate) 1 . Yet anecdotally surgeons including co-author Russell report that TRE routinely reaches 5-7 mm at the skull base (this is based on visual estimates and knowledge of the dimensions of anatomical structures). Errors of this magnitude are clinically significant since the surgeon must often work closer than this to delicate and vital structures such as the optic nerves and carotid arteries. There are many possible sources of error that could explain this, including systematic errors induced by imperfect medical images and segmentation algorithms. It is also probable that the rigid body is inadvertently bumped, in some cases, after registration.
Broadly speaking, several types of registration are typically used in clinical image guidance systems 2, 3, 4, 5 . In endonasal surgery, stereotactic frames and bone screw-based fiducial markers are typically avoided due to their invasiveness, and non-invasive surface-based registration is employed. For example, the Kolibri system of Brainlab uses points collected from the brow and areas around the eye sockets (i.e. a "browscan") to accomplish registration. After registration, the motions of the patient's head are measured by optically tracking a rigid body suspended on the patient's forehead using the elastic headband mentioned earlier. The location of the patient's head as well as the location(s) of the surgical tools are then tracked in real time by a stereo camera system that observes rigid bodies attached to each throughout the surgery. This enables the image guidance system to perform its function of showing the location of the tip of each tracked surgical tool with respect to registered preoperative images during the surgery. In endonasal sinus surgery, it is essential to track the patient's skull, since the surgeon must be free to reposition it during surgery to achieve the best tool angles to accomplish surgery within the sinuses.
A problem arises if the rigid body attached to the patient's head moves after the registration has been accomplished, because the image guidance system assumes a rigid connection between the skull and the rigid body. However, the connection is not perfectly rigid, due to both the elasticity of the headband and the mechanical properties of the skin and other tissue surrounding the head. A previous report of 35 sinus surgery cases found movement of the headband in 14% of cases 6 , indicating that better fixation methods are needed. The authors' conclusion was that registration accuracy is strongly dependent on a careful fixation of the rigid body to the patient.
To address this, in this paper we propose use of granular jamming to attach the rigid body more securely (yet still noninvasively) to the patient's skull. Granular jamming has previously been shown to be useful in the context of robot grippers for industrial applications 7 , but has not previously been applied in the context of image guidance. The granular jamming concept harnesses the ability of particles to lock together when compressed and yet flow over one another when loose 8, 9 . Consider vacuum packed coffee, which feels like a solid brick when sealed in its packaging. Yet as soon as the seal on the bag containing it is broken, the particles are free to flow over one another, so that the bag easily changes shape. As illustrated in Brown et al. 7 this effect can be harnessed beneficially to enable a balloon filled with coffee to conform to the shape of an object it contacts, and then solidify to pick the object up. Granular jamming has been the subject of substantial research over the past decade. It has been applied in robotic manipulation and grasping 7 , haptic palpation 10 , 11 variable stiffness continuum robots 12 , locomotion 13 , and suggested for use in minimally invasive surgical devices 14 . In this paper, we use the same effect to enable a headband to conform to the patient's head and solidify to fix the rigid body used for image guidance in place with respect to the patient's anatomy.
To explore the benefits of granular jamming experimentally, in this paper we present a prototype Granular Jamming Headband (GJH), and compare its performance to standard elastic headband fixation in the presence of disturbances simulating bumping of the rigid body in the operating room. Lastly, to underscore the effect bump-based error can have in the operating room, we present the results of an experiment in which we asked the surgeon to perform drilling procedures at the skull base with the worst-case errors we observed in our disturbance experiments.
METHODS

Expected Accuracy of Image Guidance Systems with Random Error
To explore the effects of random error on accuracy at the skull base, we performed the following simulation. It should be noted that this simulation might not be exactly clinically accurate, due to the potential for systematic error in segmentation and imaging. However, it is informative to see whether one could potentially attribute the errors estimated by surgeons simply to random error in the registration process. To evaluate this, we segmented a computed tomography (CT) scans of a human head to develop an anatomically correct model of the geometry involved in image-guided endonasal surgery. We segmented the skull bone, skin of the patient's brow and areas around the eye sockets (i.e. the areas typically used for surface-based registration in clinical image guidance systems), as well as the sphenoid sinus and pituitary gland. The sphenoid and pituitary represent anatomical locations at the skull base where drilling and other surgical procedures are often performed, and we will use them as targets to evaluate TRE.
To explore in simulation whether accurate registrations at the skull base can be accomplished with varying levels of error in the collection of skin surface points for registration, we sampled points from the segmented facial surfaces and the sphenoid sinus. We first obtained large set of just over fifteen thousand points on the segmented facial surfaces typically used for registration, namely the surfaces along the cheek bones and brow ridge (see Figure 1 for a visual depiction of this "registration point set"), and we similarly obtained a set of just under three thousand surface points from the face of the sphenoid sinus nearest the nose, constituting the "target point set". Both point sets are generated from the vertices of the triangulated surface obtained from segmentation.
To explore the accuracy in surface-based registration, we sampled 200 random points from the registration point set and simulated the intraoperative measurement by perturbing each point with the varying levels of fiducial localization error (FLE) which we assumed here to be random, normally distributed, and zero-mean. Thus, we perturbed the points by using the sum of two 3x3 covariance matrices, where the diagonal components are the variances of the independent components of the FLE along each principal axis: , and p is a point drawn from the registration point set. This FLE is a Gaussian model that is intended to include the error associated with the optical tracker, as well as the error associated with skin deformation, and the imaging/segmentation process. We then performed Iterative Closest Point 15 (ICP) registration to compute the transformation matrix Treg between the perturbed registration points and the CT scan surface model. We performed this procedure 100 times, each with an initial random initial transformation between the segmented CT scan surface and the randomly sampled registration point sets (200) for increments of RMSFLE. The random transformation is determined by 3 randomly generated Euler angles in the range of [0, 2Π] rad for the rotation and by a randomly generated 3x1 translation vector with components in the range of [0, 1000] mm. The FLE introduced was selected at various levels in a range of [0.33, (0.33+3+5)] mm, with 0.33 mm as the minimum expected FLE from the optical tracker in presence of no further errors. TRE was calculated according to:
Treg describing the difference between the ground truth registration and the computed registration and p out of the target point set.
The results of this simulation study are presented in Section 3.1. They illustrate that the fiducial localization error must be high before TRE suffers substantially, if it contains only random error. Thus, this simulation supports the idea that random error alone cannot describe the errors surgeons see in the operating room. Based on this, we believe that the culprit is likely either (1) systematic (i.e. non-random) error, (2) registration being performed incorrectly by clinical personnel, or (3) unmodeled motion between the rigid body and the skull. In the remainder of this paper we focus on solutions to mitigate (3). 
Potential Error Due to Skin Mobility
Since many clinical personnel (including our collaborators) are careful with image guidance system setup, and collect points according to the manufacturer's specifications, we believe that a likely culprit in cases of large registration error is unmodeled motion between the rigid body and the skull. This is a reasonable hypothesis, since it has previously been experimentally shown that skin mobility with respect to the skull bone can range from 1.3-13.1 mm, with a mean of 5.34 ± 2.65 mm under load 16 . Figure 2 illustrates two ways loads can be applied to the skin that would cause relative motion between the optical tracking rigid body and the patient's skull. We use as an example the optical tracking fixation system of the Brainlab Kolibri system, which uses a stiff elastic headband secured with Velcro to affix the rigid body around the patient's head. We have observed two ways in which the rigid body can shift after attachment to the patient. One is that clinical personnel or equipment can inadvertently bump the optical tracking rigid body. Another is that the process of repositioning the patient's head can apply loads to the back of the elastic headband where the patient's head is supported by a pillow on the operating table causing the entire band to apply rotational forces to the skin around the patient's head. We have not observed noticeable relative motion between the band and the skin, but we do believe that skin mobility relative to the skull can move both skin and band together relative to the skull, and hence the optical tracking rigid body relative to the skull. An illustration of the way the band wraps around the patient's head -as the head is repositioned during surgery, the pillow and surgical table can apply lateral loads to the back of the band, which can transmit loads around the head and ultimately move the optically tracked rigid body relative to the skull.
A Better Fixation System: Granular Jamming
We propose granular jamming as a way to create a fixation system that is less susceptible to skin mobility. We designed a prototype Granular Jamming Headband (GJH) to test this hypothesis ( Figure 3 ). We designed it to be compatible with current clinical image guidance systems, meaning that it should hold the rigid body at roughly the same location as the current headband, and leave the brow area free for brow scan registration. These choices were made with the goal of facilitating both regulatory approval and adoption by clinical personnel. It is semi-flexible such that it applies light pressure to the granular jamming pads when placed on the forehead, yet has the elasticity to adjust to various sized heads. The elastic strap is attached to the ends of the shield just behind the patient's temples. The strap wraps around the back of the head to prevent the band from pulling forward and away from the patient's forehead. Two granular jamming pads are attached to the inside of the shield and conform to the patient's temples when the shield is put in place. When a vacuum is applied to the pads they solidify, molding themselves to the patient's skull contours and holding the shield firmly in place. To analyze the performance of the GJH in comparison to a standard Brainlab headband we conducted an experiment in which force perturbations simulating bumps are applied and released to the rigid body. To carry out the experiment, we used an NDI Polaris Spectra optical tracker to track (1) the rigid body attached to the patient's forehead by either the Brainlab headband or the new GJH, and (2) a rigid body attached to the patient's teeth using a bite-block (this serves as ground truth, since the teeth will not move with respect to the skull, and the bite block can be secured well to the teeth). A tracked point probe was also used to take three reference points in the skull (the right tragus, the left tragus and the glabella) in order to estimate the location of the skull base with respect to the ground truth bite block. Note that errors in estimating the location of the skull base with respect to the ground truth bite block frame are not particularly important here -there is no need to be exact. All we need is to establish a target point in the bite block frame for TRE calculation. What we are really measuring is the difference in position and orientation between the two tracked rigid bodies. But it is useful to have some estimate of the location of the skull base in the bite block frame to use for TRE calculation, so that our results can be intuitively understood in terms of clinically representative error at the skull base.
To test each fixation system, we will apply external forces to simulate bumping to the rigid body in various directions. This will be accomplished using 9.81 N applied in four directions with respect the patient's face: up, down, left and right. The results of this experiment are reported in Section 3.2.
The Consequences of Bump-Induced Registration Error
To underscore the potential consequences of bump-induced registration error, we performed a drilling experiment with the average registration error identified in our simulated bumping experiment. In this experiment, an experienced skull base surgeon (co-author Russell) was asked to drill out a simulated hard tumor inside the sphenoid sinus. He performed this procedure twice, using two identical plastic phantom models. To generate models, we segmented the relevant portions of the skull from a CT scan as described in Section 2.1. We then 3D printed the resulting shapes to obtain the model shown in Figure 4 , which was made in Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) on Stratasys Dimension SST 768. The sphenoid sinus in this phantom was filled in with solid plastic to simulate a hard tumor. The total tumor volume was 7895 mm 3 . Figure 4 . A photograph of the phantom used (Left) in our drilling experiments, which was created via 3D printing from a segmented CT scan (Right). The phantom was registered using point based registration with identifiable landmarks, and held rigidly in place during drilling, so no optically tracked rigid body was required.
Two identical copies of the phantom shown in Figure 4 were 3D printed. One was used in an experiment simulating the elastic headband, and the other in an experiment simulating the GJH. In both experiments, the surgeon was equipped with a surgical drill, an endoscope, a suction tube, a tracked probe and an image guidance system (IGS). The IGS was created using 3D Slicer with SlicerIGT, using a Polaris Spectra optical tracker (Northern Digital, Inc.).
The experiment was designed to explore the effects on drilling by the surgeon of errors in registration induced by the bumping of the optically tracked rigid body. To simulate bumping, the image guidance system was initialized with no errors at the beginning of the drilling procedure. Then, part way through the procedure (approximately 5 minutes after drilling began), without the surgeon's knowledge the optical tracking rigid body was perturbed (in software) by the amount of the maximum perturbation found in our simulated bumping study. We performed this experiment twice, once on each phantom, one using the average Brainlab headband perturbation, and again using the average GJH perturbation, from Table 1 . In both experiments, the surgeon had to rely to a large degree on the IGS system, since the tumor and surrounding bone were printed using the same material, meaning that there were no visual cues for the surgeon indicating where the tumor ended and bone began. The surgeon's task was to drill out the entire tumor and none of the bone. The sphenoid sinus was selected because it is in close proximity to structures to which damage induces serious complications (or even death), including the internal carotid artery, the brain, and the optic nerve.
To evaluate the results of the drilling experiment, a tracked conoscopic holography distance measurement device (ConoProbe Mark 3.0, Optimet Metrology Inc.) 17, 18, 19 was used to scan the inside of the cavity after the surgeon had completed the drilling. Since the calibrated ConoProbe was optically tracked using the same tracking system used by the surgeon for IGS, it is registered to anatomy in exactly the same way the surgeon's tools, enabling us to obtain high quality measurements of the drilled cavity. To assess fidelity of the drilled cavity compared to the planned cavity, we will compare their volumes. The results of this experiment are discussed in Section 3.3.
RESULTS
Expected Accuracy of Clinical IGS Systems: Simulation Results
In this experiment we conducted simulations with various levels of fiducial localization error in the registration point set, to see how much error was necessary before the TRE at the skull base reached 1 mm, assuming only random, normally distributed errors with zero-mean components are present in the system. This study is not intended to be a perfect representation of the clinical environment, where systematic errors in registration points may occur. But it does answer the question of whether errors surgeons estimate that they see can be explained solely by random error. Figure 5 -Right illustrates an example sampled set of points from the registration point set, with the maximum error σ of 5 mm introduced. This example had the highest level of error in the cases we investigated in our simulation. The results of each different FLE value can be observed in Figure 5 , which show that the mean TRE is about 0.5 mm when the surface points are only perturbed by the minimum FLE. This simulation illustrates that unmodeled effects are responsible for instances of large TRE at the skull base. It seems reasonable that one of these is potential motion of the rigid body relative to the skull, in some cases. Thus, we will next compare the standard Brainlab headband with our new GJH in the presence of simulated bumping that takes place after registration to determine (1) the magnitude of errors that can be induced by bumping with standard fixation, and (2) whether the GJH can reduce them.
Simulated Bumping Experiment
In this experiment we attached the fixation device to a person's head and applied loads in various directions. The loads were applied by pulling on a string attached to the center of the rigid body with a spring scale with a force of 9.18 N. We applied the force and then released it, after which we measured the positions of the rigid bodies. We conducted this experiment (see Figure 6 ) twice, once with the Brainlab headband and once with the GJH. In both cases, the locations of the bite block frame and forehead-mounted frame were recorded using the optical tracker, after each simulated bump, and compared to the frame's location before the bump. The target of interest at the skull base was selected as described in Section 2.3.
------.i= _L -emit zr ,A\a. Figure 6 . Illustration of the bite block and GJH attached to the subject's head before the simulated bumps were applied. The Brainlab headband is shown in Figure 2 . Table 1 lists the TRE results obtained for the Brainlab commercial elastic headband and the new granular jamming headband. These results illustrate that the GJH is more robust to force perturbations than the Brainlab headband. 
Experimental Results on Drilling With Bump-Induced Registration Error
We performed the experiment described in Section 2.4. The experimental setup was as shown in Figure 7 . 
'
In normal clinical drilling, the surgeon begins with a rough check of guidance system accuracy using a tracked probe to touch known landmark locations on the skull. In a clinical case, if the accuracy is not satisfactory for the surgeon, he will obtain a new registration. In both experiments, the initial TRE was less than 1 mm and was deemed satisfactory by the surgeon (it was 0.58 mm for the headband case, and 0.79 for the GJH case). After this verification, the surgeon drilled as he typically does in clinical cases. He first used the tracked probe to localize the target area to be drilled, then mentally estimated the direction and depth to drill, and finally drilled out the target area. Lastly, the surgeon verified that the drilled area was as intended using the tracked probe to touch points on the drilled surface, and then drilled again (if needed) to reshape the surface until the drilled volume matched the surgeon's initial plan to the surgeon's satisfaction. In doing this drilling, since the sphenoid sinus was filled with simulated bone, the surgeon was forced to rely on image guidance rather than bone features to ensure that he was drilling in the correct location, as intended.
The surgeon repeated the same procedure twice, once using the average TRE from the headband and again using the average TRE from the GJH. In both cases, the drilling began with a TRE below one millimeter but after 5 minutes of drilling, without the surgeon's knowledge, the TRE of the image guidance system was increased to 5.47 mm for the headband (determined by adding the initial 0.58 mm plus 4.89 mm simulating an average bump) for the elastic headband. In the GJH experiment 3.53 mm TRE was introduced into the IGS display (determined by adding the initial 0.79 mm plus 2.74 mm simulating an average bump) for the GJH device. The TRE was changed to these levels by moving (in software) the locations of landmarks 1 and 2 (the two leftmost in Figure 8 -Right) in a direction perpendicular to the coronal plane, and into the head. These landmarks were moved far enough that the TRE at the skull base changed in the amount indicated previously. These changes were noticeable to the surgeon and he began to take a more conservative approach to the drilling. This included looking for anatomical landmarks outside the sphenoid sinus to help him orient himself. In Figure 8 -Left, the deterioration of the TRE can be observed in that the IGS system shows that the probe was inside the pituitary gland, even though the real probe was touching the bone. Once the surgeon finished drilling, we compared the drilled volume to the planned drill volume (namely the entire interior of the sphenoid sinus). To do this, as described in Section 2.4, we used a calibrated, tracked ConoProbe to obtain a laser scan of the interior of the resection volume. Figure 9 illustrates our measurement technique. First the calibrated ConoProbe was used to capture surface points from the facial bones (for registration -see Figure 9 -A) and from the drilled area in the sphenoid sinus. A total of 2500 points were captured with the ConoProbe (Figure 9-B) . Using the facial points, we performed a surface registration using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm 15 enabling us to register the locations of the sphenoid points to the segmented CT scan model used to print the phantoms (Figure 9-C) . We then used the Poisson Surface Reconstruction 20 algorithm to generate a mesh from the sphenoid point cloud ( Figure  9-D) . This mesh defines the boundary where the drilling by the surgeon ended. Using this mesh, we compute the percentage of the target area that was left behind by the surgeon, which consists of all the material above the mesh. The results are shown in Table 2 , which illustrates that the lower errors provided by the GJH when bumped enabled the surgeon to drill out more of the target region. In both cases, the surgeon's conservative approach can be observed, in that he did not attempt to drill the entire region once he realized that he could not trust the image guidance display. The surgeon drilled less total volume in the case of the headband, stopping when he perceived he was close to violating a critical structure such as the brain or carotid artery. The original tumor volume was 7895 mm 3 and the drilled volume of tumor was 5770 mm 3 for the GJH and 2604 mm 3 for the headband. This conservative behavior can be also observed in the time needed to complete the drilling, where the surgeon was slower and more careful when more error was introduced. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that commercial elastic headbands can yield large errors when subjected to unplanned perturbations or "bumps" by operating room staff after registration has been established via brow scan. We have also proposed a novel solution to the non-invasive fixation problem, borrowing the idea of granular jamming from the field of robotics and applying it to create a new Granular Jamming Headband (GJH), which we showed can reduce errors by 28%-68% in the presence of perturbations representing bumping of the rigid body by operating room staff. The GJH uses coffee grounds that conform to the patient's skull and solidify when a vacuum is drawn on the elastic bag containing them. We also proposed in this paper that skin mobility is a reasonable explanation for large errors noted by surgeons in some clinical cases, since it can potentially cause the optically tracked rigid body to shift relative to the skull. This is the first use of granular jamming in an image guidance system of which we are aware. This approach has the potential to make image guidance systems more robust to the perturbations they may experience in real-world operating rooms, and thus make them safer for patients and more reliable for surgeons. In future work, we intend to construct additional prototypes optimizing the parameters of the granular jamming pads, as well as the frame that holds them. We believe that a device of this type has the potential to make image guidance systems more robust, and thereby enable doctors to trust them more than they are able to today. This may ultimately result in safer, more accurate, and more efficient surgeries for patients undergoing endonasal surgery.
